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On December 7th, the AVIC SHACMAN held a grand open ceremony. With the elaborately 

 preparation, the CIUON choir sing the song JAMBO and Good days to open the ceremony. The  

enthusiastic Chinese song and the special chorus without accompany took the audience back to  

China. The people who attend the opening ceremony are: Counsellor Guo Ce of the Chinese 

 embassy in Kenya, the Chairman Wang Guangjun of the AVIC in Beijing, the 

 vice-
director Dr.Meshackopwora of the department of technology in Kenya Science of Education and  



other important officers. Counsellor Guo Ce go back through the good relationship of China and  

Kenya, he also praised the result the AVIC SHACMAN has gained and wished it would have 

 more progress and contribution in the future to benefit the people of China and Kenya. The 

 chairman Wang Guangjun introduced the mechanical products, the construction equipment and 
other  

business of the AVIC SHACMAN. They said that they will focus on the future and promise that  

they will create the conditions for the local production and service to contribute to the 

 development of Kenya, and also it will contribute more of the Chinese brand to produce more  

value for Kenya. Dr. Meshackopwora welcomed the idea of the AVIC and wish this can produce 
the deeper development of two country. After the grand authorization and ribbon cutting 

 ceremony, the opening ceremony come to the end with the singing of Taomagan .At the 

 foundation of the Chinese heat, Confucius Institutes in Kenya are taking methods which are  

more positive to service the Chinese companies in Kenya, finding the new joint point of the  

culture between China and Kenya. And contribute its strength to promote the Chinese and the 

 friendship between China and Kenya. 

 


